Introduction
============

In 2015 and 2016, Zika virus (ZIKV) spread through the Americas, with the first cases confirmed in early 2015 in Brazil[@ref1] and 48 countries and territories reporting confirmed locally acquired infections by the end of 2016[@ref2]. Prior to its emergence in the Americas, ZIKV was a relatively obscure arboviral disease, with the first documented outbreak occurring on the island of Yap in 2007[@ref3]. While ZIKV infection appeared to be relatively benign in the Yap outbreak, the study of subsequent outbreaks in French Polynesia and the Americas provided evidence that ZIKV infection was associated with adverse outcomes, including Guillain-Barré syndrome[@ref4]^,^[@ref5]^,^[@ref6] and congenital birth defects[@ref7]. These severe manifestations have driven efforts to identify areas where transmission is ongoing to target interventions, testing, and travel recommendations.

Many areas of the Americas were also impacted by the emergence of chikungunya virus in 2013-2014 and have endemic dengue virus transmission[@ref8], two arboviruses transmitted by the same Aedes mosquito vectors. These areas were at risk of ZIKV transmission and most experienced large Zika outbreaks. In the continental United States, however, Zika, chikungunya, and dengue viruses have each been repeatedly introduced into areas inhabited by Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus, yet transmission has only been sporadically identified[@ref9]^,^[@ref10]^,^[@ref11]^,^[@ref12]^,^[@ref13]. The climate of the southern U.S. is suitable for Zika virus transmission but living conditions (e.g., air conditioning) restrict human-mosquito interaction, likely limiting transmission[@ref14].

Although the risk of widespread mosquito-borne transmission in the continental U.S. and Hawaii is low, locally acquired cases have been reported in Florida and Texas[@ref12]^,^[@ref13]. In August 2016, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued revised recommendations for testing all donated blood products in the United States[@ref15]. These recommendations were implemented to protect the blood supply but could also serve as a surveillance strategy to detect asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic Zika virus infections and monitor transmission as has been done in Puerto Rico[@ref16]. However, this is not the only possible strategy for detecting local ZIKV infections in areas at risk for mosquito-borne transmission[@ref17]. Locally implemented surveillance systems should consider several factors: the sensitivity (probability of detecting transmission should it occur), the specificity (avoidance of false-positive test results requiring follow-up), and the resources needed for conducting surveillance (e.g. laboratory testing capacity).

We assessed the likely effectiveness of three general surveillance strategies that could be used to detect ZIKV transmission in areas of the continental U.S. and Hawaii at risk of local mosquito-borne transmission. The first strategy is to test all pregnant women twice during pregnancy (1st and 2nd trimester), as was previously recommended in areas with known ongoing risk[@ref18]. This would align surveillance with the population of greatest concern, but it limits testing to that group and it is possible that transmission could be detected earlier in other populations. The second strategy is to use the results of blood donation screening, which is already being conducted as recommended by the FDA. Blood donation is only permitted for healthy individuals, so this strategy would only detect asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic infections. The population tested is also limited to the population seeking to donate; the U.S. averages about 4.3-4.7 blood donations per 100 people per year[@ref19]^,^[@ref20]. The third strategy is to test symptomatic people who seek medical care. In Yap and French Polynesia, serosurvey results suggest that only a small proportion of infected individuals were symptomatic and sought care[@ref3]^,^[@ref21]^,^[@ref22] and symptoms were possibly non-specific. Nonetheless, there may be a higher probability of detecting infections among people seeking care, which we limit to emergency department (ED) visits for the purposes of the current study.

Methods
=======

We first identified available data for critical components of each of the three surveillance strategies, which are described below and summarized in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="fig"}. For the purposes of this assessment, pregnant women were assumed to be tested solely with a serological assay to detect anti-ZIKV IgM, which is currently included in the algorithm for asymptomatic pregnant women with ongoing risk for exposure to Zika virus as part of routine obstetric care[@ref18]. Data on Zika IgM ELISA test sensitivity and specificity are limited, but based on studies assessing IgM ELISA test performance for dengue viruses[@ref23]^,^[@ref24]^,^[@ref25]^,^[@ref26], we assumed the test would have a sensitivity of 80-99%. In the context of the continental U.S., where dengue is not endemic and the potential cross-reactivity of related flaviviruses is of limited concern, we assumed a specificity of 80-95%. We estimated that IgM antibodies would be detectable in an infected person for a period of 2-4 months[@ref27]^,^[@ref28]^,^[@ref29]. Live birth rates across U.S. states vary from 9 to 17 per 1,000 persons per year[@ref30]. We assumed that testing would occur only in pregnant women (excluding pregnancies that do not reach full term) and that women would be tested twice during pregnancy, in the first and second trimesters.

**Table 1:** Parameter assumptions for the three surveillance strategies.OBK-17-0024 Table 1

In the context of surveillance, we assumed that blood donations would be tested with highly specific blood donor screening nucleic acid tests (BDS-NAT) such as the cobas[@ref31] and Procleix[@ref32] assays. We assumed that these assays could detect ZIKV RNA for 11-17 days, the median time to ZIKV RNA clearance[@ref28], and would have a specificity of greater than 99.99, using a range of 99.99-100%[@ref31]^,^[@ref32]. Clinical sensitivity of the these assays has not been characterized, but analytical sensitivity is higher than typical RT-PCR tests[@ref33] and we assumed it would be in the range of 98-100% based on clinical sensitivity estimates for the West Nile virus individual NAT assay[@ref34]. A recent study estimated that approximately 13,639,000-14,835,000 whole blood and apheresis red blood cell units were collected in the U.S. in 2013[@ref19]. With a population of 316,128,839 U.S. residents[@ref20], the estimated rate of donation was 43-47 donations per 1,000 persons per year. We assumed that 60-80% of individuals infected with ZIKV would be asymptomatic and therefore eligible for blood donation[@ref3]^,^[@ref21]^,^[@ref22].

For the purposes of this study, we assumed that symptomatic ED patients would be tested exclusively by serum RT-PCR, with no IgM testing. Since ED patients typically present while symptomatic and viral RNA is estimated to be detectable for a median of 11-17 days[@ref28], we assumed that all ZIKV infected ED patients would have detectable RNA. We assumed that the RT-PCR test has a sensitivity of 80-95%, based on the confidence interval for 118 out of 134 patients who tested positive by RT-PCR within 7 days of symptom onset in a recent study[@ref28]. We assumed that the specificity of the RT-PCR test would be greater than 99% and used a range of 99-100%[@ref35]. We focused on patients with five symptoms associated with ZIKV infection: fever, headache, rash, arthralgia and conjunctivitis[@ref36]. First, we estimated that 0.7%-1% of the population visits an ED in a given week[@ref37]. Then, we used data extracted from the National Syndromic Surveillance Program's BioSense Platform[@ref38] on aggregated chief complaints for 1-2 million ED visits on a weekly basis over the period from the week starting May 29, 2015 to the week starting May 28, 2016. Only national-level aggregate data from U.S. states were used. For each symptom and combination of symptoms, we fit a Beta distribution to the weekly frequencies of reporting and used the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of those distributions as the lower and upper bounds of the range in the simulations ([Supplemental Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, using ED patient records that included rash and fever, we estimated that a range of 0.4% to 0.5% of ED patients report that combination of symptoms in an average week. We then estimated the probability of ZIKV-infected individuals seeking care in the EDs. We assumed that 20-40% of ZIKV infections will exhibit symptoms[@ref3]^,^[@ref21]^,^[@ref22], 10-50% of people with symptomatic infections will seek care[@ref3]^,^[@ref21]^,^[@ref22], and 5-50% of care-seeking individuals will visit an ED[@ref39]. Among those patients, we assumed that symptoms would be distributed with the same proportions found among symptomatic ZIKV-infected people seeking care in Puerto Rico[@ref36].

To account for uncertainty and variability in each parameter, we used the range of likely values to create uniform sampling distributions and drew 10,000 samples of each parameter from its respective distribution under transmission scenarios and population sizes using the following formula to calculate $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{p_{test \hspace{0.5cm} | \hspace{0.5cm} ZIKV}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$was the product of the weekly probability of blood donation per person and the probability of infection being asymptomatic. For ED patients, $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{p_{test \hspace{0.5cm} | \hspace{0.5cm} ZIKV}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ was the product of the proportion of ZIKV infected people who have any symptoms, the proportion of those who seek care at an ED, and the proportion of those who have each specific symptom or set of symptoms.

For each strategy, the expected number of tests required, *T*, was calculated as the expected value of a binomial distribution with population, $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{p_{test \hspace{0.5cm} |\hspace{0.5cm}  !ZIKV}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ is the probability of being tested for someone who is not ZIKV-infected. For the strategies testing blood bank donors and pregnant women, we assumed the probability of being tested and ZIKV infection status were independent, and thus$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{p_{test \hspace{0.5cm} |\hspace{0.5cm} !ZIKV}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ was the product of the probability of visiting an ED and having the specific symptom(s). The expected number of false positive tests was estimated as the product of $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{1-specificity}\end{equation*}\end{document}$ and the total number of tests among uninfected individuals,$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{N(1-p_{ZIKV})p_{test \hspace{0.5cm} | \hspace{0.5cm} !ZIKV}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$. The proportion of total infections detected was$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\small{p_{test\hspace{0.5cm} |\hspace{0.5cm} ZIKV}ds}\end{equation*}\end{document}$. We summarized the results using the 25th and 75th percentiles to identify 50% uncertainty intervals, and the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles to identify 95% uncertainty intervals. The code used to generate the estimates is provided at [https://github.com/StevenRussell/Local_ZIKV_transmission.](https://github.com/StevenRussell/Local_ZIKV_transmission)

Results
=======

We analyzed three general surveillance strategies: testing asymptomatic pregnant women, testing blood donors, and testing ED patients with either rash (the most common Zika symptom) or rash and headache (the most common combination of Zika symptoms, [Supplemental Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="fig"}). Regardless of population size and infection rate, the probability of detecting at least one ZIKV infection was highest for testing ED patients with rash, followed by ED patients with both rash and headache, pregnant women, and blood donors, in that order ([Figure 1](#figure1){ref-type="fig"}). In the smallest population considered (10,000 people), the weekly probability of detection did not reach 25% for any system, even with weekly infection rates as high as 1 ZIKV infection per 1,000 people per week. In larger populations, the weekly probability of detection increased as the total number of infections increased. In a population of 100,000 people with an incidence rate of 1 ZIKV infection per 1,000 people per week (or equivalently, in a population of 1 million people with an incidence rate of 1 ZIKV infection per 10,000 people per week), testing ED patients with rash resulted in a weekly probability of detection of 79% (50% Uncertainty Interval (UI): 59%, 93%). In the same population, the probability of detection was 66% (50% UI: 46%, 83%) when testing ED patients with both rash and headache, 40% (50% UI: 35%, 47%) when testing pregnant women, and 11% (50% UI: 10%, 12%) when testing blood donors. In a population of 1 million with an incidence of 1 ZIKV infection per 1,000 people per week, testing pregnant women or ED patients in either group resulted in probabilities of detection higher than 99%, while testing blood donors resulted in a probability of detection of 70% (50% UI: 65%, 74%). [Supplemental Figure 1](#SD2){ref-type="fig"} shows the 95% uncertainty intervals for these estimates.

The probability of detecting local transmission for different surveillance strategies.The overlapping bands represent 50% uncertainty intervals for the weekly probability of detecting transmission by testing asymptomatic pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), or patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue) or rash and headache (green). These probabilities are shown for three population sizes over a range of possible ZIKV incidences. [Supplemental Figure 1](#SD2){ref-type="fig"} shows the 95% uncertainty intervals.Figure 1. The probability of detecting local transmission for different surveillance strategies. The overlapping bands represent 50% uncertainty intervals for the weekly probability of detecting transmission by testing asymptomatic pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), or patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue) or rash and headache (green). These probabilities are shown for three population sizes over a range of possible ZIKV incidences. Supplemental Figure 1 shows the 95% uncertainty intervals.

The expected number of tests also varied between systems ([Figure 2A](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}). In a population of 100,000, surveillance among blood donors required an estimated 87 (95% UI: 83, 90) BDS-NAT tests per week regardless of ZIKV incidence; these tests are already performed as routine screening of the blood supply. Routine testing of all pregnant women would require 50 (95% UI: 35, 65) IgM ELISA tests per week. Under the high incidence scenario (1 infection per 1,000 people per week), testing ED patients with rash would require 46 (95% UI: 35, 60) RT-PCR tests per week and testing ED patients with rash and headache would require only 2.5 (95% UI: 1.4, 5.2) RT-PCR tests per week. For smaller and larger populations, the number of tests scaled directly with population sizes. For example, in a population of 1 million people, 870 (95% UI: 830, 900) BDS-NAT tests would be expected for blood donor surveillance (not shown). The number of tests performed does not correlate exactly with the probability of detection. For example, while fewer tests are required for surveillance among pregnant women compared to blood donors, the probability of detection was higher because of the longer detection window of IgM antibodies compared to ZIKV RNA.

Expected tests, false positives, and proportion of ZIKV infections detected for different surveillance strategies.Panel A shows the 50% uncertainty interval (UI, dark) and 95% UI (light) for the expected number of tests needed per week to test pregnant women (red), blood bank donations (orange), patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue), and patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash and headache (green) in a population of 100,000 people. Panel B shows the estimated weekly number of false positives in a population of 100,000 people. The number of tests and false positives (Panels A and B) for pregnant women and blood donor testing do not change relative to ZIKV incidence. Estimates for ED patients reflect the relatively high transmission scenario of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week. Panel C shows the proportion of true ZIKV infections that would be detected if ZIKV transmission was occurring.Figure 2. Expected tests, false positives, and proportion of ZIKV infections detected for different surveillance strategies. Panel A shows the 50% uncertainty interval (UI, dark) and 95% UI (light) for the expected number of tests needed per week to test pregnant women (red), blood bank donations (orange), patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue), and patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash and headache (green) in a population of 100,000 people. Panel B shows the estimated weekly number of false positives in a population of 100,000 people. The number of tests and false positives (Panels A and B) for pregnant women and blood donor testing do not change relative to ZIKV incidence. Estimates for ED patients reflect the relatively high transmission scenario of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week. Panel C shows the proportion of true ZIKV infections that would be detected if ZIKV transmission was occurring.

With little or no local transmission, tests are performed mostly on people who are not infected and some of those tests result in false positives, with the number of false positives being dependent on the specificity of the assay. The assay with the lowest specificity was the IgM ELISA, which was considered for surveillance among pregnant women. This resulted in the high median number of false positive test results --- 6.0 (95% UI: 2.4, 11.0) per week in a population of 100,000 ([Figure 2B](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, both the BDS-NAT and RT-PCR assays are highly specific and have reduced rates of false positives compared to the IgM ELISA assay. Testing ED patients with rash would result in an estimated 0.22 (95% UI: 0.01, 0.48) false positive tests per week, while testing ED patients with both rash and headache would result in an estimated 0.006 (95% UI: 0.0003, 0.01) false positives per week, and testing blood donors with the BDS-NAT assay would result in an expected 0.004 (95% UI: 0.0002, 0.008) false positive tests per week. In strategies that use a limited number of highly specific tests, a positive result can accurately predict a true infection. Even at low infection rates, a single test administered on an ED patient with rash and headache had a high positive predictive value ([Figure 3](#figure3){ref-type="fig"}).

Positive predictive value for different surveillance strategies.This figure describes the positive predictive value (PPV) of a single positive test result under different surveillance strategies: testing asymptomatic pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), ED patients exhibiting rash (blue) or ED patients exhibiting rash and headache (green). In Panel A, the bands represent 50% uncertainty intervals for the PPV of a positive test in each surveillance system over a range of possible ZIKV incidences; Panel B shows 95% uncertainty intervals.Figure 3. Positive predictive value for different surveillance strategies. This figure describes the positive predictive value (PPV) of a single positive test result under different surveillance strategies: testing asymptomatic pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), ED patients exhibiting rash (blue) or ED patients exhibiting rash and headache (green). In Panel A, the bands represent 50% uncertainty intervals for the PPV of a positive test in each surveillance system over a range of possible ZIKV incidences; Panel B shows 95% uncertainty intervals.

The expected proportion of infections detected in any strategy was low. The highest proportion of detection occurred when testing all ED patients with rash, in which 1.6% of all ZIKV infections (95% UI: 0.29, 5.0) would be detected ([Figure 2C](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}). Testing ED patients with rash and headache was second highest, with 1.1% of infections detected (95% UI: 0.2, 3.4), followed by pregnant women, 0.5% of infections (95% UI: 0.3%, 0.9%), and blood donors, 0.1% of infections (95% UI: 0.1%, 0.2%). ED patient testing resulted in a higher probability of detection, fewer tests, and fewer false positives, so we investigated alternative case definitions for surveillance. The number of RT-PCR tests required ([Figure 4A](#figure4){ref-type="fig"}) depends on the number of ED patients who meet each case definition. Among Zika-like symptoms in ED patients that we analyzed, fever, rash, and headache were most commonly reported; 3.7-6.7% reported fever, 4.3-6.1% reported rash, and 2.7-3.6% reported headache ([Supplemental Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="fig"}). Combinations of these symptoms were rare, 0.9-1.6% had two or more of these five symptoms and 0.3-0.7% had three or more of these five symptoms. Additionally, 0.6-0.9% has rash plus at least one of the other four symptoms.

Estimated number of tests and corresponding probability of detection by case definition.The top plot shows the estimated weekly number of tests required to conduct surveillance using different case definitions in a population of 100,000 people with ZIKV incidence of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week. Case definitions include rash, headache (head), arthralgia (arth), fever, conjunctivitis (conj), and combinations of those five symptoms or rash plus at least one more. The bottom plot shows the corresponding probability of detecting local transmission using each case definition. The inner box represents 50% uncertainty while the outer box represents 95% uncertainty.Figure 4. Estimated number of tests and corresponding probability of detection by case definition. The top plot shows the estimated weekly number of tests required to conduct surveillance using different case definitions in a population of 100,000 people with ZIKV incidence of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week. Case definitions include rash, headache (head), arthralgia (arth), fever, conjunctivitis (conj), and combinations of those five symptoms or rash plus at least one more. The bottom plot shows the corresponding probability of detecting local transmission using each case definition. The inner box represents 50% uncertainty while the outer box represents 95% uncertainty.

The surveillance case definition also determines the likelihood of testing and therefore the probability of detection ([Figure 4B](#figure4){ref-type="fig"}). Among ZIKV infected individuals, rash was the most common symptom (86.1-87.2%), followed by headache (65.4-67.0%), arthralgia (59.7-61.3%), fever (51.7-53.3%), and conjunctivitis (15.8-17.0%) ([Supplemental Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="fig"}). Multi-symptom combinations were also common; 82.4-83.3% of infected individuals had two or more of these five symptoms and 60.6-61.8% had three or more of these five symptoms. Additionally, 74.9-76.0% had rash plus at least one of the other four symptoms. Accordingly, the probability of detection was highest when testing for ED patients with rash, followed by testing patients with two or more symptoms, rash and one other symptom, and so on.

As shown in [Figures 1](#figure1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}, testing of symptomatic ED patients with rash outperformed testing of pregnant women with a higher probability of detection and fewer false positive test results. The alternative cases definitions of (a) at least two symptoms, (b) at least three symptoms, and (c) rash plus at least one additional symptom, were almost as effective at detecting transmission as testing anyone with rash ([Figure 5A](#figure5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="fig"}). In a population of 100,000 people with a weekly incidence rate of 1 ZIKV infection per 10,000 people per week, the median estimated probability of detection for the multi-symptom case definitions was 11-14% compared to 15% for all patients with rash. Meanwhile, the multi-symptom case definitions required far fewer tests; an average of 0.3-0.9 (95% UI) tests per week for patients with three or more symptoms, 4.5-8.3 (95% UI) tests per week for patients with rash plus another symptom, and 7-14 (95% UI) tests per week for patients with two or more symptoms ([Figure 5B](#figure5){ref-type="fig"}).

**Table 2:** Estimated strategy performance (ZIKV incidence of 1 per 10,000 per week, population of 100,000).OBK-17-0024 Table 2

The probability of detection and testing burden for ED surveillance strategies.Panel A shows the weekly probability of detecting transmission with overlapping 50% uncertainty intervals for testing ED patients with rash (dark green), at least two symptoms (yellow), rash plus at least one additional symptom (brown), and at least three symptoms (grey). The probabilities are shown in a population of 100,000 over a range of possible ZIKV incidences. Panel B shows the estimated number of tests per week for each of these strategies with ZIKV incidence of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week.Figure 5. The probability of detection and testing burden for ED surveillance strategies. Panel A shows the weekly probability of detecting transmission with overlapping 50% uncertainty intervals for testing ED patients with rash (dark green), at least two symptoms (yellow), rash plus at least one additional symptom (brown), and at least three symptoms (grey). The probabilities are shown in a population of 100,000 over a range of possible ZIKV incidences. Panel B shows the estimated number of tests per week for each of these strategies with ZIKV incidence of 1 infection per 1,000 people per week.

Discussion
==========

In areas of the US and Hawaii where there is potential risk of ZIKV transmission, detecting transmission should it occur is a key public health objective[@ref17]. This poses a challenge for surveillance systems: to balance the probability of detecting ZIKV transmission with the resources needed to carry out surveillance when infections may be rare. An efficient surveillance system should have high sensitivity (a relatively high probability of detecting infections) and high specificity (a low probability of a positive test result in an individual without infection).

Comparing three general surveillance systems, we found that none of them was likely to detect even 5% of all infections that occur, reflecting the difficulty in detecting ZIKV transmission because a high proportion of infections are mild or asymptomatic. These low detection probabilities likely contribute to delays in detection of local transmission[@ref40]. Nonetheless, the objective here is not to detect all cases, but to detect at least one locally transmitted case and thus prompt public health authorities to conduct enhanced surveillance and recommend appropriate prevention measures in that location. Among these strategies, the system for testing individuals presenting in EDs had a higher probability of detecting at least one ZIKV infection than systems designed to detect infection in pregnant women or blood donors. Despite the limited disease experienced by those infected, symptomatic individuals seeking care may be the most effective population for surveillance. Notably the first locally-transmitted cases in Florida were detected among symptomatic individuals seeking care[@ref12].

The numbers of tests required and false positive results were also lowest for ED patients with testing limited to RT-PCR. The number of tests was highest for blood donors, though this does not represent an added testing burden as blood donation screening is already implemented to protect the blood supply[@ref15]. The number of false positive tests was highest among pregnant women because of the relatively low specificity of the IgM ELISA. In any system, the number of tests and false positive results will depend on the diagnostic testing algorithm that is used. For example, both IgM ELISA and RT-PCR testing could be implemented to increase sensitivity. For ED patients, the addition of IgM ELISA testing would increase the number of tests and false positives. The testing algorithm for pregnant women considered here also only represents one possible algorithm. Challenges with cross-reactivity and low specificity have prompted modified testing recommendations focusing on nucleic acid testing for pregnant women with exposure risk[@ref41]. Complications of third trimester ZIKV infection have prompted recommendations for third trimester testing for those women[@ref42]. If these changes were implemented in a surveillance system to detect transmission, the probability of detection, the number of tests, and the number of false positives would increase.

We found that the most common Zika symptom, rash, was also common among ED patients, being reported in 4-6% of ED visit chief complaints. However, far fewer ED patients met narrower case definitions of (i) two or more Zika symptoms (rash, headache, arthralgia, fever, or conjunctivitis), (ii) three or more Zika symptoms, or (iii) rash plus at least one other symptom. With these multiple symptom case definitions, we found that the probability of detection was almost equivalent to using rash alone, but the number of tests required and false positives were reduced substantially. This strategy thus represents a good combination of high probability of detection and low resource use.

This analysis only considered three general options for surveillance. It was intended not as an exhaustive review of all possibilities, but as a comparison of broadly applicable strategies with data that were available. The optimal strategy identified was to detect symptomatic infections with at least two Zika symptoms among patients presenting to the ED. However, this exact strategy may not be feasible nor optimal for any given location. For example, if RT-PCR testing is unavailable it would not be viable. There may be alternative locations to try to capture cases such as outpatient clinics which may also be better at capturing cases of mild disease; we did not analyze this alternative as we were not able to identify appropriate data. A jurisdiction may also choose to combine multiple approaches as part of a surveillance strategy. The analysis also did not consider the costs of assays or other resources (e.g. personnel, transportation, or laboratory supplies) needed to perform surveillance; costs could vary between systems and jurisdictions and therefore would be important to consider as part of any implementation plan. Furthermore, in areas where transmission has been detected and for travelers to areas of risk these strategies do not replace existing guidance for testing symptomatic persons or asymptomatic pregnant women[@ref18].

The results presented here are general, but highlight key factors to consider and demonstrate how different approaches can be compared. Specifically, a surveillance system for local transmission of Zika virus in the continental U.S. and Hawaii is targeting a pathogen that is likely rare, such that extensive testing may be needed to detect transmission should it occur. In this situation, optimizing the probability of detecting infections while minimizing resource usage is particularly important. Directly comparing approaches through simulation, as done here, can highlight important tradeoffs and can inform a thorough analysis of potential surveillance strategies.
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**Supplemental Fig. 1: The probability of detecting local transmission for different surveillance strategies.** The overlapping bands represent 95% uncertainty intervals for the weekly probability of detecting transmission by testing pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), or patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue) or rash and headache (green). These probabilities are shown for three population sizes over a range of possible incidences.Supplemental Figure 1. The probability of detecting local transmission for different surveillance strategies. The overlapping bands represent 95% uncertainty intervals for the weekly probability of detecting transmission by testing pregnant women (red), blood donors (orange), or patients in emergency departments exhibiting rash (blue) or rash and headache (green). These probabilities are shown for three population sizes over a range of possible incidences.
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